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Visualize for a moment the typical college English department

coffee lbunge an an.average morning. There is agood deal 411 activity

as one group of people grab a cup, of coffee and.head towards. their classes.

' Another.group, having just finished teaching, fill their cups in a more

leisurely manner and settle into the dechyini furniture for a Anoment to

,chat with colleagues.

The topics of iohversation this .morning are the usual;, departmental

politics, the frailties of the chairman, the frailties of the chairman

cored and conttasted with the frailties of the dean (we do a,lot of that

'kind of thing).. Also cpmmonly discussed are the rapidly falling enrollments,

the'rotten job market, the plight of, recent graduates, and of course, sex.

While all of this activity is gotng on, off in one corner a rather
1 v .

intense youdg professor, oblivious to all the'loud conversations around him,

.

pours overt a set of papers that he has just picked up from his class.

Suddenly, to the astonishmedt o some of his colleagues, fie throws the papers

onto the floor, jumps on them a few times and demands to kdow from those

around him "what do those damn English teachers in the high schools do?"'

i 0 The question is, of course, rhetorical. All those .present, with the
/ .

.

1 -

i

exception of a few who are suspect; no doubt feel that\high school teachers

.

10
.

I

certainly don't do anything that positively influences their students'
lk

i.

ability to write, or to comprehend literaturd.

There is a rather strong irony with this view in that those same

high school teachers being spoken ,of passed thrqpgh this department, or

one very much like it, and were trained in a curriculum .established by

the department. Many of the teaching behaviors they employ are the

r-
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ttr It of modeling. their university professors.

Teachers in the schools has generally those competencies that we
.

.
.

in English and English education have trained themto have If they haie

ink

\ additional competencies, they have managed to get those in spite of us, not

with our help.

The structuring of undergraduate and graduate English programs usually

reflects the needs of the department and its faculty and not the real needs

of those going out to teach in the schools. We ratienalize our curriculum

by saying students should have liberal. educations and that a certain pre-
y

scribed curriculum will provide for this. On closer examination, however,

the needs of the faculty or some mindless tradition often di tate what courses

will be required. If you have a large number of medievalists, Chaucer is an

indispensable part of the curriculum. If a fair number of people in the

department are interested in Faulkner,.a course -in Faulkner is a necessity

to be liberally educated. My point here is that the course of study that we

for ce our students through is based on -our needs, little or no attention is

paid t2 what they will n eed When they go out to teach. No attention is -paid

to fiat type of literacy skills are needed in this Society. .

My comments today are to be directed to how to evaluate competency

based teacher education programs.' Before I begin that section,II would

like to briefly review how competent teachers feel about teaching in

three areas: literature, c =position, and grammar. The st udies am going

to cite have been around since the sixties. /don't think, however, that

4 enough change hes taken place in the last few years to invalidate them in

any. way.

In their study, published in 1966,.,Squire and Appiebee'found-that

class time spent in the study of literatUre was46 percent iji the tenth

I.
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grade and 61.5 percent in the twelfth grade. They found that it was

40.8 percent in classeS for terminal student's. This is the area'tbat

teachers of English spend more time in instruction thin any other singlet

area in'theEnglishcurriCitlum. .It is also th.i area in atich we require

our students to do most of their preparation. With this in mind it is

interesting to note that in 1964 NCTE's Comdittee on the National Intereat

found that only half (51.9 percent) of secondary English teachers con-

sidered.themselves well prepared to teach literature.
.

5.

In,the area of grammar, the Committee on National Interest reported

in 1961 that only 25 percent of the colldgesrequired a course in the history

of the English language and only 17.4 percent required a course in modern
113,

Englidh grammar. In the Committee's second report in 1964 they found that .

only 53.5 percent of secondary English teachergjelt well prepared' to teach

the English language.

Although English departments are now requiring more work in this area,

my own experience hi0peen that students commonly.mention that they feel '
(5

inadequately prepared to teach the different grammars.

As we look at composition and reading the situation becomes even
.

grimmer.- The Committee on National Interest in their 1964 study reported

that only slightly more than a third, 36.6 pe;Cent of the secondary English

teachers felt well prepared to teach composition. In 1966 Squire and

Applebee reported information from a questionnaire that-showed that

teachers of English felt more deficient in composition than in language,

literature,. reading and speech. .

The saddest figure of all is the one that deals, with how incom-

petent teachers feel about their ability to teach reading. The Committee

on Nationale. Interest reported that only 10.1 percent of the.teachers felt

5
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well prepared to teach reading and close to half, 46.9 percdnt, felt

Nh.4441

poorly prepared to teach reading. The ability to read and comprehend is

the basic prerequisite skill to almost everything that we -do in an English

class and yet the vast majority' of teachers feel poOrly prepared to teach

this subject.

Let me now turn to the topic of this session, evaluation of

. competency ba'sed teacher_education programs. We generally talk about.

thiee types of variables when we discuss competency based programs.. 'Me'

firit, the teacher behavior variable, deals with such things as clarity,

the ability to ask questions, criticize, probe, be task oriented,jetc.

19

The second variable is thd sociological variable, the:Ability to under-

stand and use behaviors that will allow a teacher to work effectively in

a given environment. The last variable, the one I wish to deal with today,

is the content variable.

.-."..'"
In the evaluation of a competency based teacher education program

Are three important steps to which attention needs to be paid.

The first step is to'establish what competencies need to be taught.

The second step is(to evaluate whether or not the p gram that has been

developed.is based on these needed 'competencies. The final step is to

evaluate students in the program-to see if they have mastered the needed

competencies.

Let us first look at step one, how do we determines what competencies.

students should master? -What should be the goils and priorities of a

teacher education

A sound way

determine throcIgh

actually doing in

progr4m in English?

to approach this is to go out to the schools and to

the use of a sutvey what teachers of English are

the schools, what areas they.feel adequately prepared for

9
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and what areas are they not 'adequately prepared for. This process is ()hen

called a needs assessment. This kind of information is necessary to determine

. what content competencies should bpe taught to, the students. It should be

. added that this type of information is not only useful in preparing under-

graduate prOgrams, but is also a useful way to develop inservice programs,

and summer tnstitutes.

At the beginning of thi4 sp.Th I hAded out a survey instrument.

Pdevelopedthis Instrument for this speech; it is crude and needspiuch

refinement; it is only to be used as an example of heow a survey instru-

. .

tit went may be constructed. . .

. There are several steps in the process that I used.

The'first ik to develop a list of content areas in which teachers

41e
may be working:

Under "Importance of Content Lea" on your teacher needs survey you

still find a'list of couponriatent areas taught in a secondary English class.

I pulled this list off the top of.my head. Obviously there are.other areas

that should be looked at and many of these areas could be easily divided

and sub-divided. As teachers work through this list they indicate on a

- 5 scale which areas are of che'greatest impoitance in their teaching.

After they have finished this task they rate how competent they

feel in teaching gokch area.

For example, they may rare reading (essential to any program) as

"1" on the "Importance of. Content Area" scale. On the "Competence as

a Teacher" scale they may rank themselves as poorly prepared, or "1."

By simply adding the two numbers together we get "2" which indicates high

importance and high need.

Contrast this with a second example. Suppose a teacher ranks

c
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English Literature as "useful" or "3" and ranks her preparation as

"well prepared" or "3." By adding these two numbers lie get a "6" which

indicates that it is not as high .a priority as reading:

0,61
.

When this survey is given to large numbers of people you simply

establish mean scores for each category and list them in 6rder, the lawest

numbers being those of highest priority.

Who should be surveyed? Specific groups should be identified and

-surveyed independently of one another. You r ld survey 'English teachers

in'city schools, suburban schools and rural schools. They might have

specific needs that differ significantly from one another. This information

could aid students in preparing for the type ofechool.in which they planned

to teach. Another important category would be recent graduates. You could

also survey curriculum supervisors, administrators, and other professionals.
*

The results from thebe different,groups should be compared before any goals

are established for the program. \

After the information from these surveys ,is tabulated it is easy/ to

see what the needs ard'and what the priorities of a teacher training

program shpuld 1;6. -Nbw goals can be written and specific performance ob-
.

jectives for each area can be developed.

At this point the real work begins, the development of courses and

programs that teach to the identified needed competetictes. Students would'

move through-the program is they demonstrated that they had obtained these

competencies. The final evaluation of the program would be to stow that

its graduates had those content area competencies needed to effectively teach

in the secondary schools.

i In a few places this type of teacher training program

In the vast majority of universities and colleges it is, at

distant future.' We can, howdver, begin to make small steps

k.

8

is beginning.

best, in the

in this
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direction by beefing up courses currently in the curriculum and;

addressing those courses to needed competencies. Current language,

codimsition and literature co rsedi can all be .built around competency

units oF.modules. In addition, new courses and programs, including

inservice courses for those already in the field will have to be continu-
. .

ously developed. EngIith departments will have to become sensitive to

the changing needs of secondary teachers and offer them courses that will

provide them with needed competencies.

.
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TEACHER NEEDS SURVEY

DIRECTIONS: Read the following list of content areas and decide
how important each is in your teaching. Rate the importance of

-- each on the "Importance afsContent Area" scale. Then rate how
competent you yourself to be as a .teacher of each of these con-
tent areas on the "Competence as aTeacher in Content Area" scale.

.
. .

.
.

Importance of .

Content Area in
Your Teaching

Competence as
a Teacher in
Content Area
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